
 

 

 

Okada Manila – The Best Integrated Resort Attractions 

Okada Manila, located within the heart of Manila, Philippines, is a landmark of luxury 

that represents the pinnacle of hospitality, design, and guest experience in the Asia-

Pacific region. Since its grand opening in December 2016, the property has been 

recognized as the Philippines' most illustrious integrated resort.  

Acclaimed as “Manila’s Grand Icon,” it takes pride in its fusion of world-class facilities 

and exemplary service — a testament to the fine blend of Japanese hospitality and 

Filipino warmth. Okada Manila has again been recognized by the Forbes Travel Guide, 

receiving its 4th consecutive Forbes 5-star rating in 2023.  This recognition cements 

its status as a destination par excellence.  

Beyond its accolades, Okada Manila is renowned for providing a spectacular guest 

experience, offering a wonderful stay at any of its 993 luxurious rooms; a spectacular 

gaming experience at its sprawling casino floor with over 3,000 gaming machines and 

electronic table games; a gastronomical journey with the property’s 17 diverse dining 

options led by world-class chefs; and a sprawling retail space showcasing premium 

brands, perfect for a day of shopping.   

To provide an even more exceptional experience, Okada Manila has added attractions 

to captivate guests and provide them a memorable stay.  The most iconic attractions 

to date are The Fountain, one of the world’s grandest multicolor dancing water 

fountains and Cove Manila, Southeast Asia’s biggest indoor beach club.  To add a 

visual and sensorial spectacle, Okada Manila has jazzed up its entertainment scene 

with its Okada Manila Entertainment Group (OMEG). 

 

 

 



 

The Fountain: A World-Class Marvel 

As one of the country’s grandest destinations, Okada Manila prides itself in serving up 

larger-than-life experiences, with The Fountain as its crown jewel. This $30-million 

extraordinary feature offers a breathtaking show of artistically choreographed water, 

light and music performances that can rival those of Dubai’s Burj Khalifa and Las 

Vegas’ Bellagio. Measuring 37,464 sqm, which is equivalent to 50 Olympic-size 

swimming pools, The Fountain is equipped with cutting-edge underwater robots, over 

two-thousand dazzling lights, dozens of high-fidelity speakers, and more than 700 

high-power jets that can shoot water that surpasses the height of Okada Manila’s 19-

storey building, as well as showcases projections during stunning water shows. 

Designed to provide a unique venue for special events and concerts, installed in The 

Fountain’s lake is an invisible performance stage that allows artists to seemingly walk 

on water during performances, interacting with the water feature.  
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